Quick guide for getting started with Infinity

A) Getting familiar with basic user interface elements and editing point cloud data together
with TPS
Importing Projects and the Backstage:
Creating new and managing existing projects is done in the Backstage – click on the File tab.
Select New Project in the Backstage Navigation, enter a project name and press Create.

A new empty project opens. The availability of the ribbon modules (Home, Processing, Surfaces,…)
depends on the licence. Switch between the modules to select functionality specific to the modules.
Import raw data. Use MS50 data containing scans. An example is in the folder:
StKolomann_7048_0421_143040
Select Import from the ribbon and browse to the SmartWorx Viva job. Press Import in the dialog.

Note, you can define favorites using the
symbol in the Files breadcrumb. Double-clicking on
the line allows to manually enter (copy/paste) absolute path names.

Getting familiar with the user interface:
Explore the main user interface elements:

In the Navigator open the Source folder – this shows imported data and their content. See the setups
available within each job. Graphical symbols show setup measurements, survey measurements (different icons for reflector and reflectorless) or scans. The Navigator is sorted by jobs listed by time

The Inspector allows to drill deeper in the specific information relevant for a task. In the Inspector
select e.g. Processing to see (and potentially edit) all setups (from all jobs). The
cates you can drill one level deeper. Pressing the
setup information.

symbol indi-

symbol starts the (Setup) Wizard for editing

Selecting an element in either Navigator or Inspector loads the properties in the Properties window on
the right. Values that are editable are on white background. The
culate the input value, e.g. calculate an azimuth from two points:

symbol opens a fly-out to cal-

Changes in the Properties must be confirmed with Apply.

Note: Navigator, Inspector and Properties window can be closed and re-opened using the buttons in
the status bar:

Explore the Graphical 3D View. Basic navigation: Left mouse button = rotate, Mouse wheel = zoom,
press mouse wheel und move = pan, Shift + left mouse button = select using fence.
Selecting in the map view: If multiple elements are hit, a choice is given, e.g. clicking onto an area
covered by multiple scans:

Explore using the eyes

in the Navigator to switch on/off entire jobs, setups or individual elements.

Use the Layer manager to switch on/off or change color and style of object types (e.g. switch TPS
observations on/off):

Editing TPS data together with point clouds:
This is a key benefit of Infinity. Try out simple exercises. In the example above take one setup and
change the instrument height. All points and the scan connected to the setup are changed in height:
Select ST001 (e.g. in the Navigator) and in the Properties change the instrument height to 10.000
meters, confirm warning with OK. Check that scan and TPS points have been shifted in height:

(The display re-zooms in Infinity 1.0 – this will be improved soon!)
Press the Undo button

at the top (nice feature!!).

Now do the same with changing the orientation. As a simple exercise, again in the Properties of
ST001 in the Azimuth group change the entered orientation to 100 gon, confirm the message with OK
and check how TPS points and the scan measured from this setup get rotated:

Press Undo again.
REMEMBER:
!!! All station edits, no matter if manual edits, setup recalculation, traverse calculations, etc.
are automatically applied to point cloud data linked to the setup. !!!

Exporting data:
To export your project press the Export button from the Home ribbon or select Export from the Navigation of the Backstage. In the Export dialog you can select the format to be exported:
ASCII: Select a template in the ASCII Settings section of the dialog and specify which information to
export.
SmartWorx DBX
Point cloud – E57: A single *.e57 file for all scans that can be imported into Cyclone.
HeXml, LandXml: HeXml version 1.5 contains a link to SDB files contained in a subfolder. This export
is required if you wish to read the data into MultiWorx.
Point cloud – PTS: A single *.pts file containing the coordinates of all scan points (and no other
points).

B) Combining scans, cleaning scans and calculating surfaces
In the Infinity backstage create a new project and import the data from
130228_Stock_1cm_7004_0227_233248

Again, explore the Source to find 4 setups, each one with a scan of a stockpile. Some unwanted reflexions are visible in the 3D view.

In the Inspector, select the Scanning tab and in

Then from the Scanning ribbon select New Scan Group:

highlight all 4 scans:

A scan group is an object containing all 4 scans together. It is visible in the Library of the Navigator
(and in the Scanning Inspector) and can be given an individual name (in the Properties, e.g. call it “My
Group”) Try using the “eyes” in the Navigator to check which scan contains which scan points.

from the Scanning ribbon to run
Now highlight the scan group and press Clean Points
an automatic cleaning of the scan group. See the unwanted reflexions being mostly removed!

To manually remove unwanted points of the scan, select the points (press Shift and draw a fence with
the left mouse button) and press Delete from the Scanning ribbon:

Note: Using the Filter button from the Scanning ribbon you can reduce the number of points for selected scans. In the Scan Properties you can switch the color mode between SNR, Intensity and RGB
values.

To build a surface, select the scan group (e.g. in the Library of the navigator) and from the Surfaces
ribbon select New.

The Surface is added as a Library object. To view only the triangles switch off the scan group with the
“eye”.

To calculate a volume, select the surface and press Stockpile from the Surfaces ribbon (only the
Stockpile method is available in version 1.0).

C) Basic TPS Processing
Use basic TPS functionality to re-calculate setups or traverses. The following examples are the tutorials from LGO:
Updating setups:
Create a new project and import TPS data Job1 and Job2: Both setups share a common backsight
(BS-01), but ST01 needs to be updated to use the backsight coordinates derived from ST02.

In the Processing Inspector click the pencil icon for ST01 or in the Navigator for ST01 select “Open
setup wizard” to launch the Setup Wizard for ST01.
In Step 1 change the method to Known Backsight:

In step 2 select BS-01 as the backsight observation:

In step 3 select the target coordinates from ST02 by invoking the fly-out from the blue Info icon next to
the point Id:

The setup gets updated.
Now import Job3, a resection using two points from ST01 as targets.

Invoke the setup wizard for ST03. Proceed to Step 3 and change the target coordinates to the measured coordinates from ST_01. Use the Search field to quickly find the points Id’s. Change for R-01 and
R-02:

The resection will be re-calculated:

Processing a traverse:
Create a new project and import the job Traverse (again from the LGO tutorial data).

The Control coordinates for startpoint, endpoint, initial backsight and final foresight can be imported
from an ASCII file (fixpoints.txt). Select Import, choose ASCII as the import file type, browse to the file
fixpoints.txt. In the ASCII Settings section select New… from the Template listbox.

In the ASCII Import settings assign the columns for the coordinates as follows:

Pressing OK returns you to the Import dialog, where you have to press Import to complete the operation. The Control coordinates will be added to the project. Check the available point roles for e.g. point
1003 (in the Points Inspector or in the Navigator:

To define (and process) the traverse switch to the Processing ribbon and select New Traverse to
launch the Traverse wizard.

Build the traverse by selecting the following setups, Control coordinates for closing the traverse are
pre-selected (if available).

Proceed through the wizard. Note that you can check the consistency of the traverse during the wizard. In the final step 5 press Finish to store the traverse and update the setups.

The traverse is also added as a Library object in the Navigator

If you wish to update the loose traverse legs on 1008 and/or 1010, proceed as follows to edit the properties of the setup:
In the Processing Inspector drill into the setups and invoke the properties of setup 1008. Make two
changes:
Let the setup “source” its coordinates from the measured coordinates from 1007. Click the pencil icon
and select the measured point role.

Then for the target source select the Traverse Adjusted point role of 1007. The setup then uses the
traverse result for the backsight coordinates:

Pressing Apply will update the setup (shift and rotate).

D) Running a least squares adjustment
Infinity 1.0 can perform a least squares adjustment computation using purely TPS observation. Control
coordinates can be held fixed in the adjustment.
In the example below the same traverse is used as above.
In the Adjustment Inspector, in the Control section all Control points of the project are displayed. By
checking the boxes they ca be held fixed in 2D or height or both.

The Obs section shows all observation that will be used.

A computation is invoked using the

button from the Adjustment ribbon.

For each computation a result is kept and visible in the Results section of the Inspector. Drill further
into the result for details.

Highlight the result and press Save Result from the Adjustment ribbon to store Least
Squares Adjusted point roles for all points.

Highlight the result and from the Adjustment ribbon select Reports and Network Report to
open a report in a separate window.

Saving a report will add a link to the report file in the Archive section of the Navigator. The Archive
section of the Navigator keeps track of all saved reports or exported files.

